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ADR Notable to Offer Dispute Resolution Platform Free of Charge to Law
School ADR Programs

A technology solution for use in law school classrooms and clinics to streamline processes, enhance
security, and introduce tomorrow’s dispute resolution professionals to mediation technology.

COLUMBUS, May 10, 2023: ADR Notable, the first-in-kind cloud-based dispute resolution case and
practice management platform, announced today that it will make its platform available free of charge
to law school alternative dispute resolution programs. Founder Gary Doernhoefer, a 2021 Top 20 Legal
Tech CEO, made the announcement today at the American Bar Association Dispute Resolution Section
Annual Conference in Las Vegas. ADR has been used for the last two years in a course at The Ohio State
University Moritz College of Law, the top-ranked Dispute Resolution Law program, with Pepperdine
University, in the 2023 U.S. News and World Report rankings.

“We’ve been extremely pleased with how easily the students have adapted to using the platform,” said
Doernhoefer. “When preparing a case, they can note the issues and facts in a dispute, just as they would
have done on a legal pad in days gone by. Now, their notes are more secure, can be shared with co
mediators and faculty, and are available to them anywhere, at any time. Then, during a session, they can
use the patented Digital Noteboard to work with proposals as they arise, in such a way as to help
generate movement toward agreement among the disputing parties. This is the way they are used to
working.”

Doernhoefer sees two distinct applications for the ADR Notable platform in law schools. One is for use
during mock mediations in a class, providing an easy way to introduce the still relatively new use of
technology throughout the entire mediation process. The other is for use in a Mediation Clinic, where
students get hands-on experience mediating real cases in their communities, from family disputes to
landlord-tenant disputes, to neighborhood issues and other civil matters.

Free use of the platform will be available for the 2023-24 academic year, but law schools can initiate the
process starting immediately. More information is available at www.adrnotable.com/law-schools.
“There is a great deal of flexibility built into the platform, so faculty and clinic directors can really get
creative in using ADR Notable to further their pedagogical and practical application objectives,” said
Doernhoefer. “We are excited to see how ADR Notable gets put to use in this context.”

About ADR Notable

ADR Notable has all the tools dispute resolution professionals need to manage their practices and their
cases, including billing and invoicing, a unique group scheduling solution, secure document gathering
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and storage capabilities, checklists, and integration with Google and Microsoft 365 calendar and email
applications. There are special tools for mediation firm administrators and the capacity for mediation
trainers to make their training materials available to their trainees right in the platform’s integrated
library. Used in the U.S., Canada, and Europe by mediators, arbitrators, divorce coaches, family
counselors, workplace conflict managers, and agencies responsible for resolving specific types of
disputes, ADR Notable is a simple, powerful, and flexible tool for anyone who works with people trying
to resolve family or commercial conflicts.
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